Seahorse® iXBRL for SASB

Simplify tagging of SASB reports

Effortlessly convert financial statements from Word, Excel or InDesign into valid SASB filings
CoreFiling’s Seahorse is a web-based application that allows companies to apply XBRL tags to reports produced in Word, Excel or Adobe InDesign, and to convert them into inline XBRL. Seahorse creates thousands of compliant iXBRL reports annually, spanning UK, EU, Irish and South African reporting programs.
Users can quickly review the top suggestion from the Seahorse suggestion engine using the bulk review feature. Tags are applied with a single click and, where a more thorough investigation of the available tags is required, users can inspect the list of tags in more detail.

Seahorse allows users to roll-forward their tags from one period to the next, reducing the ongoing effort in producing the iXBRL report. You can even load in iXBRL that was produced in other software to roll-forward from.
By applying tags to whole rows and columns, tagging of tabular data is much quicker than applying tags individually. Seahorse also supports the creation of custom columns and rows, allowing users to quickly tag even the most complicated of reports.

The full list of available tags can be viewed inside the Seahorse app. The tags are grouped by their structure inside the XBRL taxonomy and Seahorse displays additional information to help you choose your tags, for example balance type or documentation provided by SASB.